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Overall Layout
This document accompanies the BigBite (BB) hodoscope mapping spreadsheets found in file HodoMapping_Feb2020.xlsx, which provides mapping of the low voltage (LV), high voltage (HV), NINO front
end (FE) cards and the signal cables from the PMTs to the FE cards. Mapping from the output of
the FE cards to the DAQ is not provided herein. The hodoscope (Fig. 1) comprises 90 bars stacked
vertically and each bar is connected to either curved or straight light guides. Each bar has duel-ended
readout, with a single channel PMT connected to each end. Each PMT/side of the hodoscope has
been termed "left" or "right" as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the HV patch
panels (PP), LV distribution box and NINO FE card layout on the BigBite frame and Figs. 4 (a) and
(b) show corresponding annotated photographs. Fig. 5 shows the naming convention for the local
channels on the HV PP boxes and Fig. 6 gives the numberring for the local NINO channels. Starting
from the top side of the NINO card the numberring is sequential from 0 - 15, with 0 being the first
channel on the top side and 1 being the first channel on the bottom side.

Figure 1: Sketch of the hodoscope design, with "left" and "right" termed hodoscope sides indicated.

Figure 2: Front/back views of BB, indicating "left" and "right" sides for the hodoscope mapping.

Figure 3: Schematic of the HV PP, LV distrubtion box and NINO FE card locations on the BB frame.
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Figure 4: Event topology, (a) good and (b) bad event. Colour scale shows signal amplitude in pixel
(red corresponds to muon hit).

Figure 5: Naming convention for the channels on the HV PP.

Figure 6: Naming convention for the channels on the NINO FE cards.

